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Lesson 9: Face-Offs
Introduction
In level 1 coaches were introduced to basic face-off terminology and positioning. In this lesson we will demonstrate
techniques for the under, topping or reverse clamp, and the plunge. We will also introduce wing play on the face-off.
Down set terminology
In scholastic play using the NFHS boys’ lacrosse rules, the official will indicate to each player to get ready by saying “down”
then “set.” At this point no movement is allowed.   The official will blow the whistle to start play. At this point both players
will maneuver their sticks and bodies to gain possession of the ball by either picking the ball up themselves or directing the
ball to the wing players running in from the sides.
Note that this procedure is different for NCAA play.

Teaching the Skill
Coaches should teach players a variety of face-off strategies at this level. If the player is not having success winning the face
off with one technique, he may use any of the other techniques listed here to counter his opponent’s face-off move.
Under
This move can be used as a counter move to a rake, which was discussed in Level 1, and in some instances a clamp.
The set up and stance of the face-off men are the same as the clamp and rake except the stick head should be rolled back.
The player should step with his right foot out and push his stick forward and go under the opponent’s stick head. The ball
should be pushed under and out.

Topping or reverse clamp
This move can be used as a counter move to a rake and in some instances a clamp.

On the whistle, the face-off man can do one of two things.
He can curl his fingers towards his wrist so the stick head is horizontal and parallel to the ground. The stick pocket should
face the ground. Or he can curl the bottom hand toward the face-off player’s body by flexing the bottom hand backward.
As the stick head is turned to face the ground, slide the stick over the top of the ball so the stick’s pocket traps the ball in
the downward-facing pocket.
As the ball is being trapped in the pocket, the player should step with the right foot towards the top of the stick head and
plant and pivot (similar to the footwork with the clamp and rake).
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The set up and stance of the face-off men are the same as the clamp and rake.
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The ball can be pushed out in the same directions as the clamp and rake.

Plunge
This move can be used a counter move to a rake and in some instances a clamp.
The set up and stance of the face-off men are the same as the clamp and rake.
When the whistle blows, a player should “clamp down” by rolling his hands forward and extending the arms straight so the
stick goes down and over the ball.
At same time, the right foot moves towards the top of the stick head.
The face-off man should bring the bottom hand up hard, bending the stick at the stick’s throat, while pushing down hard on
the stick head so the ball sticks into the back pocket at the base of the throat, creating a plunging movement. The face-off
player can push the ball out to scoop it himself or to a wing player breaking to an area of the field.

Wing Play

We will discuss several options for aligning face off wing players.
If the face off specialist is capable of placing the ball in an area where he can pick the ball up himself, or if the majority of
each face-off turns into a 50-50 ground ball situation, players should line up on each wing straddling the midfield line.
Another option is to align each face off wing hip to hip towards the inside of the opponent’s wing player, and box the
opponent’s wing out as your face off middies fight for the ball.
If the face off specialist is having difficulty on a consistent basis placing the ball to a specific area where he can pick it up
himself, the next strategy may be successful.
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Wing play is crucial in successfully winning face offs.
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Place one player deep on the wing line, towards the defensive end on the face off opponent’s bottom hand side, to protect
against fast breaks and to have an additional player in the defensive end
Place the remaining wing player on the midfield hip to hip to challenge in a ground ball situation or to box out if his face off
specialist is winning the ball himself.
If the face off specialist is controlling the ball and can place the ball in any area of the field, place a wing player deep on the
wing line on your face off specialist’s bottom hand side.
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Place the other wing player hip to hip to challenge for the ball straddling the midfield line.
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